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Summary

Ramon Ernesto Ramirez grew                                      

up on a ranch in the 

southwestern United States in 

the 1930’s.  His life was the 

same as ours in some ways.  

He went to school every day, he had to 

do chore before he could play, and he 

celebrated holidays with his family. But 

his life was different, too.  Because he 

lived on a ranch, he helped round up 

and brand the cattle. 



Study Skills
��Genre:  Historical FictionGenre:  Historical Fiction

��Comprehension Skill:  Comprehension Skill:  

Draw ConclusionsDraw Conclusions

��Comprehension Strategy:  Comprehension Strategy:  

Prior KnowledgePrior Knowledge

��Comprehension Review Skill:  Comprehension Review Skill:  

SettingSetting

��Vocabulary:  Dictionary/GlossaryVocabulary:  Dictionary/Glossary



Genre: Historical 
Fiction

� Historical Fiction is  set in the past.  
It is a story in which some of the 
details are factual but in which 
others are made up or are loosely 
based on history.  Look for the 
factual details as you read.



Comprehension Skill Tested –
Draw Conclusions   

��When you draw conclusions, When you draw conclusions, 

you use details and what you you use details and what you 

already know to form opinions already know to form opinions 

or make decisions about or make decisions about 

characters and events.characters and events.



Comprehension Strategy –
Prior Knowledge  

�� Good readers use what they know to Good readers use what they know to 

help them understand what they help them understand what they 

read.  They try to connect it to what read.  They try to connect it to what 

they already know.  They think about they already know.  They think about 

whether they have ever seen or whether they have ever seen or 

experienced what they are reading experienced what they are reading 

about.  This helps understand the about.  This helps understand the 

new information.new information.

�� LetLet’’s practice what we know about s practice what we know about 

life on a ranch.life on a ranch.



Comprehension Skill Review: 
Setting

•Setting is the time and place in        

which a story occurs.

•Sometimes the setting is important       

to the lot of a story.  At other times, the 

setting is only background.

•Sometimes pictures show the setting, 

and sometimes you have to imagine it.

•Details the author has written can help 

you see, hear, feel, and smell what it is 

like to be there.



Vocabulary Strategy 
Dictionary / Glossary

��Some words have more than Some words have more than 

one meaning.one meaning.

��Sometimes readers need to Sometimes readers need to 

check a dictionary or check a dictionary or glossaryglossary

to find the meaning that to find the meaning that 

makes sense for the sentence.makes sense for the sentence.



Vocabulary Strategy 
Dictionary / Glossary

�The dark, or bold, words 
defined  are called entry 
words.

�The entry word may not 
match the word in the 
selection exactly.  

�Entry words are often are 
words without endings, 
prefixes, or suffixes..



Research/Study Skills –
Newspaper/Newsletters   

�A newspaper is a daily                      
or weekly publication 
containing world and local 
news and other features.  

�Newspapers are divided into 
sections.  Each section focuses 
on a subject, such as local 
news, arts, or sports.



Research/Study Skills –
Newspaper/Newsletters 

�A newspaper has an index
on or near the front page.

�Newspapers include editorial 
pages that express   
opinions on current            
events.



Research/Study Skills –
Newspaper/Newsletters   

�A newsletter is a brief 
publication from a group that 
contains news of interest to the 
group’s members.

�Newspaper and newsletter 
articles are identified with 
headlines and may include 
illustrations or photographs with 
captions..



Review Questions
1. Why do the students like Miss 

Byers?

2.How are Monchi and Miss Byers 

alike?

3.How is Tucson different from 

Monchi’s community?

4.Why  is it difficult for Monchi to 

choose between the Attendance 

Award and the roundup?



Review Questions

1. Tell something about the setting of 

this story in both time and place.

2.Why does the author use pages 

from the Coyote News in the story?

3.How did Miss Byers help students 

appreciate their culture?

4.How do you know school is 

important to the Ramirez family?



Vocabulary - Say It

��spurs          spurs          

��coyotecoyote

��dudesdudes

��rounduproundup

��bawlingbawling


